
leadership series investment insights

Fidelity sector portfolio manager Gordon Scott provides his view on 
the most attractive investment opportunities and the major risks in 
the consumer discretionary sector in 2014.

investment opportunities in 2014
economic stabilization and improvement in europe
A year ago, one of the biggest risks for consumer discretionary 
stocks was macroeconomic exposure to Europe, where many coun-
tries were dealing with structural sovereign debt issues that needed 
to be addressed by fiscal austerity efforts. This backdrop generally 
wasn’t supportive of economic growth. Today, the outlook for Europe 
is more favorable; the European economy may be in the early stages 
of a cyclical recovery based on improving economic data.

Specifically, eurozone markets have seen a pickup in manufactur-
ing. The European manufacturing purchasing managers index, an 
indicator of manufacturing business conditions, hit a 26-month high 
in August and stood above 50 (signaling expansion) for the third 
straight month in September.1 During the six-month period end-
ing in September 2013, the ratio of new orders by manufacturing 
purchasing managers relative to inventories rebounded from –3.2 to 
4.5.2 In addition, financial conditions in eurozone economies have 
been stable, while lending conditions have been improving and 
consumer credit standards have eased.3 A multiyear decline in new 
automobile registrations in Western Europe also stabilized in recent 
months and ticked up slightly in September 2013.4

If these modest economic improvement trends are sustainable in 
Europe and an early-cycle recovery takes hold, there could be a 
resumption of positive growth, which would provide a positive back-
drop for consumer discretionary spending. In the context of strong 
absolute returns for the sector in 2013, I generally have been focused 
on industries that are still cyclically depressed or in the early stages 
of a multiyear recovery. From a valuation perspective, I believe there 
is still room for further capital appreciation if the macro environment 
continues to improve. Some industries within the sector that could 
benefit most from this European economic improvement trend are 
automotive suppliers and component manufacturers, global apparel 
retailers, and restaurants that have exposure to European consumers.

u.s. housing market recovery
Throughout 2013, the U.S. housing market began to recover, and 
I believe the outlook for housing—a key driver of the U.S. econ-
omy—remains promising. Housing starts increased 17.8% year 
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over year during the second quarter,5 but remain well below normal 
levels required to support U.S. population growth. Despite a strong 
recovery from the lows following the financial crisis, current housing 
starts are still at levels that represented the trough of previous cycles 
during the past 30-plus years (see Exhibit 1, below). In addition, 
U.S. home prices rose 12.1% from the previous year, continuing to 
fuel growth in household net worth—a positive dynamic for con-
sumer discretionary spending.6 Historically, increased confidence 
among homeowners has typically led to higher consumer spending 
over time. In terms of investments, the stocks of home improvement 
centers, home furnishings, and homebuilders typically have been 
primary beneficiaries of increased household formation. A more 
indirect beneficiary of this trend is likely to be the media industry. 
As more people move into homes, they tend to purchase video 
services via cable, satellite, or Web content providers.
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Exhibit 1: housing starts in the U.S. have increased from trough 

levels in 2008, but remain below the historical average level.

Data above are seasonally adjusted annual rates (SAAR), which is the season-
ally adjusted monthly value multiplied by 12. The benefit of the annual rate is 
that not only can one monthly estimate be compared with another; monthly 
data can also be compared with an annual total. The seasonally adjusted 
annual rate is neither a forecast nor a projection; rather it is a description of 
the rate of housing starts in the particular month for which they are calculated. 
Seasonal movements are often large enough that they mask other characteris-
tics of the data that are of interest to analysts of current economic trends. Many 
data users prefer seasonally adjusted data because they want to see those 
characteristics that seasonal movements tend to mask, especially changes in 
the direction of the series. Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Haver Analytics.
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shareholder-friendly capital allocation policies
With interest rates still at low levels, many consumer discretionary 
companies with strong balance sheets and high free cash flow 
continue to take advantage of their access to low-cost capital in 
the debt markets, in order to increase shareholder value. These 
companies are taking additional leverage onto their balance 
sheets, and using this borrowed capital to buy back outstanding 
shares of company stock and drive earnings growth.

Based on the volume of shares repurchased in the second quarter 
($122.8 billion)—the highest amount since the third quarter of 
2011—corporate America continues to deploy capital to reduce 
share count.7 The consumer discretionary sector remained a major 
contributor to this volume, buying back roughly $14 billion of out-
standing shares.8 During the 12-month period ending in June 2013, 
consumer discretionary companies were the second-largest sector 
in terms of share repurchases, buying back more than $60 billion.9 
Repurchasing shares is accretive to earnings growth; with fewer out-
standing shares, the total amount of earnings a company records is 
distributed to a smaller number of shareholders. Accelerating earn-
ings growth often coincides with higher stock prices. Companies in 
the media, automotive, and retail industries have been among those 
buying back significant amounts of outstanding shares.

risks: What to Watch in 2014
u.s. fiscal policy
The U.S. fiscal budget standoff that led to a 16-day partial shut-
down of the federal government in October likely eroded a sizable 
portion of the nation’s fourth-quarter economic output, and low-

ered the confidence of businesses and consumers—a key driver 
of discretionary spending. Congress, which has authority over 
the U.S. government’s borrowing limit and fiscal budget, struck a 
last-minute deal in mid-October that restored government fund-
ing through Jan. 15, 2014, and extended its borrowing authority 
to Feb 7, 2014. The extension avoided an unprecedented debt 
default. Going into 2014, this extension of a fiscal budget deal, 
and the lingering uncertainty surrounding it, will likely continue to 
serve as a hindrance to U.S. consumer confidence and spending. 
For their part, businesses may also be unlikely to invest capital 
and hire workers until a budget deal is reached.

u.s. monetary policy
Another risk for consumer discretionary stocks in 2014 will be the 
Federal Reserve’s (Fed) monetary policy. During the past several 
years since the financial crisis in 2008, the Fed’s unprecedented 
asset purchase programs (i.e., quantitative easing) and histori-
cally low policy rates have helped provide liquidity to the financial 
markets and keep interest rates/bond yields low. Going forward, if 
the economy improves, it could be quite challenging for the Fed 
to unwind the assets on its balance sheet without causing a major 
disruption to the financial markets and the economy.

In late September, many investors expected the Fed to begin 
tapering its current monthly volume of asset purchases. However, 
the Fed chose not to begin slowing its purchases in September. 
How the Fed effectively executes its unwinding of these assets 
may play out in 2014, and it could have a significant influence 
on consumer discretionary stocks, which can be more interest-
rate sensitive than those in other sectors. In particular, the Fed’s 
policies could have a significant influence on interest rates; higher 
rates could be problematic for housing-related industries if the 
pace of rate increases is quick and abrupt. When the yield on 
the 10-year U.S. Treasury bond nearly doubled in the spring of 
2013, it dampened the pace of mortgage refinancing activity and 
homebuilding orders.10 If the Fed’s future policies lead to a gradual 
increase in rates, it is likely to have a more muted effect on the 
economy and the performance of consumer discretionary stocks. 

china’s economy
The trajectory of growth for China’s economy, one of the largest in the 
world, can have a measurable impact on stock prices, particularly 
those in economically sensitive sectors such as consumer discretion-
ary. Throughout 2013, the economic data from China have pointed 
to stabilization and improvement. However, it’s important to recognize 
that China’s recent economic stabilization has been led by property-
market activity and state-led infrastructure investment—similar to 
government stimulative policies that have prevailed in the past.11 
Increased fiscal spending and credit utilization have broadly improved 
sentiment, contributing to higher real estate prices but doing little to 
rebalance the economy toward increased consumer-led growth.12

Going forward, some investors continue to be concerned about 
the sustainability of economic growth in China over the long term, 
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Exhibit 2: Year-to-date earnings growth in the consumer 

discretionary sector has been slightly below expectations, but 

analysts are forecasting faster growth in 2014.

EPS Growth Estimate for 2013 was as of Dec. 31, 2012. Actual 2013 data 
include estimates for Q4 2013. EPS: earnings per share. Source: FactSet, 
Fidelity Investments, as of Oct. 31, 2013.
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Views expressed are as of the date indicated, based on the information 
available at that time, and may change based on market and other condi-
tions. Unless otherwise noted, the opinions provided are those of the 
author and not necessarily those of Fidelity Investments or its affiliates. 
Fidelity does not assume any duty to update any of the information.

Investment decisions should be based on an individual’s own goals, time 
horizon, and tolerance for risk.

past performance is no guarantee of future results.

neither asset allocation nor diversification ensures a profit or 
guarantees against a loss.

Because of their narrow focus, investments in one sector tend to be more 
volatile than investments that diversify across many sectors and companies. 

The consumer discretionary industries can be significantly affected by 
the performance of the overall economy, interest rates, competition, 
consumer confidence and spending, and changes in demographics and 
consumer tastes.

Stock markets, especially foreign markets, are volatile and can decline 
significantly in response to adverse issuer, political, regulatory, market, or 
economic developments. Foreign securities are subject to interest rate, 
currency exchange rate, economic, and political risks, all of which are 
magnified in emerging markets.
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1 PMI manufacturing levels rose in France, U.K., and Germany in 2013. 
Source: Bloomberg/Markit.com, Haver Analytics, as of Sep. 30, 2013. 
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8 See endnote 7.

9 See endnote 7.
10 Home refinancing activity, as measured by the Weekly Applications 
Survey, which is aggregated into the Mortgage Bankers Association 
(MBA) Volume Index, fell more than 60% from April 2013 to Sep. 2013 
amid an increase in the 10-year Treasury bond yield. The weekly survey 
results do not report the raw number or dollar volume of applications. 
Instead, the results are reported as changes in the level of the index, 
which show whether applications went up or down for 15 different 
segments in the primary mortgage market. The index is benchmarked 
to the level of application activity in March 1990. Source: Mortgage 
Bankers Association, Haver Analytics, as of Sep. 30, 2013. The 10-year 
U.S. Treasury bond hit a year-to-date low of 1.62% on May 2, 2013, 
and stood at 2.99% on Sep. 5, 2013. Source: Bloomberg, as of Sep. 30, 
2013. Impact on housing refinance activity: HousingViews.com, http://
www.housingviews.com/2013/09/16/mortgage-refinance-activity-drops/, 
and CNBC.com, http://www.cnbc.com/id/101025316. 
11 Source: China National Bureau of Statistics, Haver Analytics, Fidelity 
Investments (AART), through Aug. 31, 2013. 
12 See endnote 11.
13 Source: U.S. GDP-Bureau of Economic Analysis, Haver Analytics; 
China GDP-China National Bureau of Statistics, Haver Analytics.
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particularly when it is being driven largely by massive government 
stimulus. Ultimately, if consumers in China were to play a bigger role 
in sustaining the country’s economy, it would be more diverse, and 
potentially more sustainable. Today, U.S. consumption represents 
approximately 68.5% of annual U.S. gross domestic product (GDP). 

In comparison, consumption in China represents only about 36.0% 
of the country’s GDP.13 How effective Chinese government officials 
are at helping China become more of a consumer-led economy is a 
risk worth monitoring, given its potential influence on stock returns 
in the sector.
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